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Our core values:

Safety above all

 
focuS on tHe cuStomer

 
Simplicity defineS quality

 
tHe beSt iSn’t good enougH

  
tHere’S no SucH tHing aS a problem

to read the complete XSphilosophy visit xsplatforms.com

At XSPlatforms we believe that working at 
heights should be safe and simple. Whether 
you are doing maintenance work on a roof or 
washing the windows of the world’s tallest 
skyscraper. Everybody everywhere should be 
absolutely safe while working at heights. 

For over 15 years we have been working 
towards fulfilling that ambition. Getting closer 
with each new solution. And with each new 
step forward, we are even more driven to take 
the next step. More driven to find the next 
innovation in working at heights and 
surprising the world with innovations nobody 
thought were possible. 

As we continue on our quest to change the 
way the world works at heights, our five core 
values guide our actions.

XSPhilOSOPhy:
Why WE ArE 

drivEn tO 
innOvAtiOn 
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Our harnesses, lanyards and mobile anchor points meet our most 

stringent requirements in the areas of safety, reliability and user-

friendliness. The mobile fall protection solution by XSPlatforms lets 

you create safe working conditions at heights on any worksite. 

Our product line includes:

•	 Harnesses

•	 Lanyards

•	 Positioning lines

•	 Fall arrest devices and self-retractable lanyards 

•	 Safety hooks

•	 Mobile anchor points

•	 Rescue equipment

•	 Pulleys

This brochure only features a selection of the full product line. For our 

complete product catalog, please contact your XSPlatforms supplier.

Buildings and objects are not always fitted 
out with permanent fall protection, such as 
guardrails or horizontal lifelines.  in order to 
enable safe and reliable work despite this 
lack of permanent protection, XSPlatforms 
offers a complete line of mobile fall 
protection equipment.

XSPlAtFOrMS 
MOBilE SAFEty



1. attacHment point
The attachment point is the point to which the user is secured. The 

attachment point can be mobile (a tripod or a sling) or permanent 

(horizontal fall protection lifelines or anchor points). It is vital here that 

the roof, wall or ceiling on which the attachment point is mounted be 

strong enough to withstand the forces of a potential fall.

2. attacHment SyStem
The attachment system itself can be used for various functions. It al-

lows the user to secure him or herself to the attachment point. It 

must catch the user in the event of a fall and reduce the forces at play 

in order to minimize bodily harm. Various systems are available, such 

as lanyards with integrated fall arrestors, self-retractable lanyards, 

etc. The selection of the system depends on the situation where it 

will be used and the function it will serve. 

3. HarneSS
A proper harness should be suitable for the user's work and should 

offer comfort, functionality and safety. In order to connect the har-

ness to the attachment system, it must be fitted with at least one 

attachment point. This guarantees the user's safety. 
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FAll PrOtEctiOn 
cOMPOnEntS
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FOr EvEry SitUAtiOn, 
A SUitABlE SOlUtiOn

Work is performed at heights every day. this work varies in nature, environment, location, 
duration, etc. these are distinct situations that require specific and safe solutions.

in determining the right solution, it is vital to take into account the fall factor, the 
fall distance and the risk of a swing fall. 

Your XSPlatformS SuPPlier can Provide You with advice on the right Solution for anY Situation.

tHe fall factor
This is the ratio between the height of the fall and the length of the line that is 

available to absorb the shock of the fall.

 

There are 3 fall factors

Swing fall or pendulum effect.
In addition to the fall factor and fall distance, it is necessary in 

some situations to take into account the swing fall or pendulum 

effect. Even when using a self-retractable lanyard with a fall fac-

tor of 0 (see example), the fall distance will still be considerable 

if the user is not positioned properly with respect to the attach-

ment point. 

Positioning at a maximum angle of 30º is recommended. Stray-

ing further from the attachment point would result in a wider 

angle with a greater fall distance.

The fall distance calculation must take into account not only the 

fall factor but also the user's possible distance and freedom of 

movement with respect to the attachment point.

 
tHe fall diStance 
This indicates the (required) distance between the attachment point and the ground 

(or the first obstacle) in a fall. This fall factor and the fall distance ultimately deter-

mine the choice of working methodology and the materials needed. The greater the 

fall factor, the greater the forces at play and the greater the need to absorb them. 

The fall distance is variable and always depends on the fall factor, the practical situa-

tion and the type of fall arrest device used.

Recommended: 
Angle < 300

Swing fall or
pendulum effect

Location:
Attachment point:

Fall factor 0

Fall factor 1

Fall factor 2

Overhead
Lanyard pulled tight
above the body

On the back
Lanyard on the back of
the body or somewhat 
higher

Below the back
Lanyard below the back of
the body or at the feet

Location:
Attachment point:

Location:
Attachment point:



POSitiOninG Or 
FAll PrOtEctiOn

poSitioning
We use the term 'work positioning' when 

the risk of falling is excluded by the posi-

tion of the work location (the specialist 

term for this is a 'fall restraint system' or 

retention). This makes working easier, saf-

er and more efficient. The components of 

this system basically consist of an attach-

ment point, a harness and a lanyard for at-

tachment. The effect of the length of the 

lanyard is critical here.

fall protection
The primary function of fall protection is to 

restrict the impact of a fall on the human 

body to less than 6 kN (612 kg). The com-

ponents of this system are an attachment 

point, a harness and a fall arrest device. 

Fall arrest devices come in various designs 

and models, such as lanyards with inte-

grated fall arrestors, self-retractable lan-

yards, etc. 

 

The fall protection system can be com-

bined with a positioning system. This com-

bination is often recommended and used 

when working at heights if hands must 

remain free to perform work. In these situ-

ations, the user must be equipped with an 

adjustable positioning line.

When selecting the right protection 
materials to enable safe working at 
heights, the first step is to determine 
what the materials will be used for:

Positioning:  
protect users 
so they cannot fall. 

Fall protection:  
control potential falls and their 
impact.
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chOicE OF hArnESS

Single attacHment point
Attachment point on the back. This gives the user the option to use a 

positioning line or fall protection line that can be attached to the back. 

The harness is suitable for use of a standard or self-retractable lan-

yard.

two attacHment pointS
Attachment point on the back and on the chest (in the form of a metal 

D-ring or by means of harness loops). This harness can be used with 

almost any fall protection system. 

four attacHment pointS
Attachment points on the back, chest and hip. The two hip attachment 

points were developed for positioning of the user. In combination 

with the lap belt, the user can perform work comfortably at heights 

with 'hands free'.

five attacHment pointS
Attachment points on the back, chest, hip and stomach. Developed 

for rappelling (rescue) work. This harness features an extra suspension 

point on the front for a rappelling device and extra safety belts for the 

legs for positioning work. The extra attachment point on the stomach 

was specially designed for connection to a rappelling device.

A proper harness is suitable for the user's work and offers comfort, functionality and 
safety. it is especially important for functionality and safety that the harness feature the 
right number of attachment points.  

attacHment pointS
A harness is fitted with one or more at-

tachment points. Be sure to choose a 

harness that is suitable for your work 

activities.

The blue arrows indicate the attachment 

points on the harness that are suitable 

for attachment to the positioning sys-

tem. The red arrows indicate the attach-

ment points on the harness that are 

suitable for attachment to a fall protec-

tion system. The green arrow indicates 

the attachment point that is suitable for 

attachment to a rappelling system. 



hArnESSES

Some examples of XSplatforms harnesses:

For fall protection and positioning
Quick and easy to put on
comfortable fit
durable materials

Static one
The harness has an attachment point on the back. Specially designed for 

use in the industrial and construction sectors. Easy to connect to a stan-

dard or self-retractable lanyard.

Static two
A harness with two attachment points: one on the back and one on the 

chest. Easy to connect to a standard or self-retractable lanyard. An (XSPlat-

forms) Rope Grab can be attached thanks to the two loops on the front of 

the Static Two.

Static tHree
This harness has three attachment points: one on the back and two posi-

tioning rings (D-rings). Includes an adjustable chest belt. Easy to connect to 

a standard lanyard, self-retractable lanyard or Rope Grab. The attachment 

points on the chest improve lateral freedom of movement.

Static four
A comfortable harness fitted with four attachment points. One attachment 

point on the back, one attachment point on the side and two D-rings for 

positioning at the hips. The extra-wide back belt provides comfort by taking 

a great deal of the strain off the back and knees during positioning work. 

The tool rings offer the option to attach a tool bag or tool chord to the har-

ness.

Static five
Multifunctional harness fitted with five different attachment points: one on 

the back, one on the chest, one on the stomach (special point for rappelling 

work) and two hip attachment points (D-rings) for positioning. Excellently 

suited for rescue work. Just like the Static Four, this harness offers com-

fortable back support. Ergonomic leg belts provide additional comfort in the 

seated position. This harness is also fitted with tool rings.

xsplatforms.com/575285

quick reSponSe (qr) codeS
XSPlatforms is the first manufacturer on the market to use Quick Response 

(QR) codes in its product communication. QR codes are two-dimensional 

barcodes that can be scanned with a smartphone. The phone's QR reader 

converts the code into the Internet address for an instructional video on safe 

and proper use of the specific fall protection product. All mobile fall protec-

tion products by XSPlatforms come with a QR code.



lAnyArdS And 
FAll ArrESt dEvicES

Some examples of XSplatforms attachment systems:

fall indicator

lanyardS
XSPlatforms offer a wide selection of lanyards:

•	 Lanyards without fall arrestor

•	 Lanyards with fall arrestor

•	 Flexible lanyards with fall indicator

•	 Adjustable positioning lines

A lanyard without fall arrestor is used for positioning work. 

If there is in fact a risk of falling, then it will be necessary to use a lanyard with fall arrestor. 

Lanyards fitted with a fall arrestor are essential in order to minimize the forces exerted on 

the body during a fall.  

For instance, for a 2 meter fall with a fall factor of 2 and a lanyard:

•	 without fall arrestor: the body would be subject to forces of over 1.6 kN (163 kg)

•	 with fall arrestor: the body would be subject to forces of less than 0.6 kN (61 kg)

fall arreSt deviceS
XStop, the self-retractable lanyard by XSPlatforms, is available in various lengths, ranging 

from 1.5 meters to 25 meters. Self-retractable lanyards offer maximum freedom of move-

ment, both vertically and horizontally. The automatic braking system ensures that the 

connection remains taut at all times and locks immediately in the event of a fall.

xsplatforms.com/388391

In order to guarantee optimal safety, the safety hook on the 

bottom of the XStop comes equipped with a fall indicator. In 

the event of a fall, a red core will be exposed on the hook. If 

the fall indicator has been activated, then the XStop must be 

inspected. 



MOBilE 
AnchOr POintS

Some examples of XSplatforms mobile anchor points:

The name says it all: mobile anchor points are installed immediately before use and removed and again after use and taken along by the user. 

The benefit of mobile anchor points is that unauthorized use is not possible. 

mobile lifeline
In situations where a horizontal lifeline is desired but is not possible, a mo-

bile lifeline is the answer. By attaching the lifeline between two anchor 

points, the user can work attached over a distance of 5 to 20 meters.  The 

lifeline is suitable for simultaneous use by two users.

(adJuStable) Sling
The sling lets users secure themselves to a variety of struc-

tures, such as roof domes, steel girders, chimneys, trees, 

etc. The sling can be used in combination with any lanyard, 

fall arrest device or mobile lifeline. It is available in various 

lengths: from 0.6 to 6.0 meters.

bird’S eye mini
A stainless steel anchor point for fall protection with a 

visible fall indicator. Suitable for a single user. The eye 

will deform in the event of a fall or overload. 

Jamb ancHor
Mobile anchor point, for attachment in a door or window opening. Suitable 

for a single user. Ideal for temporary work, both indoors and outdoors

xsplatforms.com/878731

cost-effective solution
Prevents unauthorized use
Minimal impact on the structure
ideal for short-term use



XSPlatforms develops ground-breaking solutions for working safely and efficiently at heights. From design and production to installation, inspection and management of fa-

cade access systems. From our offices in Western Europe, Asia, the Middle East and North America, XSPlatforms also offers user training,  

risk inventories and worldwide consultancy services.

about XSplatforms

Solutions by XSplatforms distinguish themselves by their exquisite and durable design, high degree of reliability, unparalleled ease-of-use and practical innovations. 
the portfolio includes: 

fall protection

permanent fall protection, in the form of 
guardrails, and mobile fall protection 
with anchor points and lifelines.  
Solutions for every situation and every 
building, which link safety up with free-
dom of movement, ease-of-use, quick in-
stallation and minimal damage to roof 
structures.

building maintenance unitS

innovative solutions for building mainte-
nance units. from compact, space-saving 
maintenance roof cars, to the biggest 
maintenance roof cars in the world. as 
well as gondolas, which offer the user 
optimal protection from the elements, 
wireless communication between gon-
dola and roof car, and advanced monitor-
ing with plc technology. 

SuSpenSion bridge SyStemS

modernizing suspension bridge systems, 
which are among the best in terms of 
ease-of-use, installation, safety, trans-
port, distribution and storage. fully cus-
tomized designs, based on a modular 
concept, with foldable platforms and 
multifunctional hoisting systems. 

Scaffolding SyStemS

Scaffolding systems that are easier and 
safer to install than previously thought 
possible. They combine the benefits of 
scaffolding towers with facade scaffold-
ing and offer users optimal flexibility and 
safety.
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